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The Need

High quality, accessible, and free, online learning 

resources increasingly available via emerging 

CyberLearning Infrastructure

Offers great opportunities for learning

Many barriers exist for teachers, including lack of 

knowledge, time, tools

 Teacher Professional Development (PD) is a proven 

approach to overcoming these barriers

Need evaluation and refinement of PD models
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Purpose

 Evaluate impact of a technology-oriented teacher 

professional development (PD) model that helps 

teachers find high-quality online learning resources

and use them in designing effective learning activities 

for their students 

Compare impact of tech-only PD with one that 

combines tech with designing for inquiry learning

 Inquiry approach: Problem-Based Learning (PBL)
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Context: The Instructional 

Architect
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Instructional Architect
Users:

Teachers can design web-based  IA projects

Students can access teacher’s IA projects 

using class login

All can browse public IA projects

Teachers can:

My Resources: search for NSDL resources and 

add online resources 

My Projects: create web pages with text and 

links to resources
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Introduction to the IA (con’t)

My Projects

Teachers create an IA project

Teachers share it with the public or only 

their students

Teachers can view and copy existing public

IA projects
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IA Usage

Since 2005 ~N 12-month growth

Registered users 5,600 42%

IA projects created 12,200 58%

Online learning resources used 54,000 57%

IA project views > 1 mil 66%
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Methods

Compare 2 Professional Development 

implementations:

Tech-Only (N = 18) vs. Tech+PBL (N = 18)

 Inquiry approach: Problem-Based Learning 

(PBL)

K-8 teachers in rural school districts

Over 3 months, 3 workshops, between-class 

activities
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IA Project Coding

Alignment to PBL:

 14-point scale

 Project design:

1. offload (primarily links to other online resources)

2. adaptation (a mid-point)

3. improvisation (largely teacher-created instructional 

content with support from links to online resources). 
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Results

#1: Impact on teachers:

 Both groups showed significant gains in experience & 

knowledge, large effect sizes. No significant gains in 

confidence

 Experience scores showed a significant interaction (p

< .05) While both groups showed large gains, the 

tech+pbl implementation group reported 

significantly larger gains 

#2: Impact on usage:

Overall usage is high (logins, online resources used, 

IA projects created, student accesses)

No group differences
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Results (cont’d)

#3: Impact on teacher design of learning activities:

 PD did not change teacher usage of PBL and all 

used negligible levels of PBL in their IA projects

 85% Tech+PBL IA projects were more that “offloads”

 65% Tech+Only IA projects were more that “offloads”

#4: Impact on students:

 In progress, using HLM

 Student survey instrument shows high reliability
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Conclusions

 Both implementations showed high teacher and 

student usage of the tools, and significant gains in 

teacher reported knowledge and experience

 Little impact on use of inquiry-learning, but greater 

evidence of “pedagogy” in Tech+PBL group

 Student instrument shows reliability; analyses in 

progress
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Questions?

For more info:

DLConnect.usu.edu
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